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JABIAN CONSULTING SUPPORTS FEEL BEAUTIFUL TODAY & WINSHIP CANCER 

INSTITUTE: 2012 PATIENT APPRECIATION WEEK 
 

 
November 1, 2012 – Atlanta, Georgia – Jabian Consulting is a proud sponsor and supporter of Feel 

Beautiful Today – a non-profit organization, created in September 2010 with the mission of 

providing love, hope and encouragement to women and young ladies affected by cancer through gifts 

of beautiful, hand-made jewelry.  

Jabian Cares, Jabian’s employee-led, community-focused charitable foundation, hosted a volunteers 

workshop earlier in October, and looks forward to participating with Feel Beautiful Today in its 

collaboration with the Winship Cancer Institute for its second annual Patient Appreciation Week.  

Feel Beautiful Today staff and volunteers, including a team from Jabian, will be leading a jewelry-

making workshop for up to 50 Winship patients. “We are honored to participate in this workshop and 

look forward to providing these patients with a bit of joy and hope during a difficult time in their 

lives”, said Bivi Franco, Founder of Feel Beautiful Today.  

Winship Cancer Institute is the only National Cancer Institute (NCI) designated cancer center in 

Georgia. With a focus on moving research breakthroughs into new cancer treatment innovations, 

Winship Cancer Institute is committed to giving cancer patients the hope and care they need using 

the most cutting edge technology.  

Jabian Consulting is proud to support the Winship Cancer Institute through contribution and 

involvement with Feel Beautiful Today.  

 

More 

http://www.feelbeautifultoday.org/


                                   

Jabian Consulting is a management and technology consultancy helping our clients create and 

implement strategies to enhance business processes, develop human capital, and better align 

technology to their business needs. With offices in Atlanta and Dallas, Jabian's local senior level 

consulting specialists apply deep industry expertise and proprietary methodologies to our clients' top 

priority projects. Jabian Consulting is a division of Jabian, LLC, a privately held corporation based 

in Atlanta, Georgia. For more information, visit www.jabian.com  
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About Feel Beautiful Today 

Feel Beautiful Today was created in 2010 with the mission of giving love, hope and 

encouragement to women affected by cancer through gifts of beautiful, hand-made jewelry.  
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